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Today’s Program
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Time Activity Presenter

8:00 – 9:00 New Features Roger Linssen

9:00-9:30 Apps Loek Rouschen

9:30-10:00 CMA Lon Hofman

10:00-10:15 Break

10:15-11:00 Layout Tessa Carati

11:00-11:30 Blaisium Angelo Pascale

11:30-12:00 Colectica Jeremy Iverson & Dan Smith



Questions

– Please ask your questions by using the Q&A feature of 

Zoom

– We will try to answer as many questions as possible at 

the end of the presentations
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IBUC, September 15, 2020

Blaise Team Presents
New Features



Blaise 5.8 New Features
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# Feature Status

1. Paradata Viewer Finished

2. Questionnaire Test Tool In progress

3. CMA In progress

4. Unlock Records Finished

5. Field Editor In progress

6. Lookup Textbox Headers Finished

7. Runtime Parameter GotoField Finished

8. Undo All Edits Action Finished

9. Dark Theme Finished

10. Rich Text Mouse Events Finished

11. New Text Roles Finished

12. Excel Databases Finished

13. Constant Arrays Finished

14. New Field Methods Finished

15. Manipula Extensions Finished



Blaise 5.9 New Features
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# Feature Status

1. Cloud version In progress

2. Accessibility In progress

3. Speed Improvements In progress

4. Datamodel properties Not started

5. Notifications for apps Not started

6. Multi-mode case management system In progress

7. Skiplink templates Not started

8. DateTime datatype Not started

9. Foreach action Not started

10. New data entry controls Not started

11. Step debugger for datamodels Not started

12. Aggregate Definitions (Quota) In progress

13. Server Manager Command Line Finished



Features for 5.9 - Details

#1.    Cloud
• Implement a Cloud version of the runtime system of Blaise. This makes it 

possible to run surveys in the cloud, and benefit from the scaling 
capabilities of the cloud.

#2.    Accessibility
• Implement suggestions made by the Accessibility work group led by Mark 

Pierzchala
#3.    Speed Improvements

• Try to improve the speed of large data entry pages, especially pages that 
have large tables on them

• Further improve the speed of Manipula setups (started)
#4.    Datamodel properties

• Add InitialDate for date controls, InitialTime / Time Interval for time 
controls

#5.    Notifications for apps
• Implement the ability to send notifications to our apps

#6.    Multi-mode case management system
• Ship Mark Pierzchala’s case management system (Choréo) with Blaise



Features for 5.9 - Details

#7.    Skiplink templates

• Allows you to customize the skiplink templates used for accessibility

#8.    DateTime datatype

• Store both date and time in one field

#9.    Foreach action

• Allows you to loop over the fields on a page, and execute actions on those 

fields

#10.  New data entry controls

• Add Accordeon, Carousel and reversed number slider

#11.  Step debugger for datamodels

• Debug the rules of a datamodel

#12.  Aggregate Definitions (Quota)

• Was not finished in 5.8, moved to 5.9

#13.  Server Manager Command Line

• All functionality of the Server Manager can be accessed by Command Line 

options (Setting up a server, creating a server park, installing/uninstalling 

surveys, managing users / skills / roles, etc.)



Blaise in the Cloud



Blaise in the Cloud 

– Ability to add a Cloud server to a server park

‐ Server Manager extension

– Ability to use that cloud server at runtime

– At the moment, we focus on Microsoft Azure

– Still under development
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Blaise in the Cloud – Service Principal

– Application registered in Azure Active Directory

‐ Azure generates three ‘login’ elements

• Application (client) ID: The ID of the application

• Client Secret: The ‘password’ for the application

• Tenant ID: The ID of the Active Directory entry

‐ Instead of using your Azure credentials, you use the 

three IDs provided by Azure
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Adding a Cloud server
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Blaise in the Cloud - Architecture

– At the moment, we only host three roles in the cloud

‐ DataEntry

‐ Resource

‐ Web

– The other roles are handled by an on-premise server

– These are the most important roles, because they are 

scalable

– We are working on hosting the other roles as well
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Cloud Architecture
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Microsoft Azure

Data Entry Function

Resource Function

Deploy Function

Service Bus

Storage

On-Premise

Web Sites

Blaise 5 Services

Data

Clients

Browser

Dep

Server 
Manager



Azure Portal

– You can view/edit everything by using the Azure Portal

– Web site provided by Microsoft

– You need to have an account
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Installing a survey

– Works the same as before

‐ Choose package & install

– Survey must have a ‘cloud’ web runtime to work in the 

cloud

‐ .NET Core version of the Web API
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Demo

– Demo: running a survey in the cloud
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Cloud Architecture - Scaling

– Functions can be scaled

– Two types of scaling:

‐ Scale up: Better hardware

‐ Scale out: More hardware

– Scale up can be achieved by changing the App Service 

Plan (within the portal)

– Scale out can be achieved automatically based on 

triggers. Unfortunately, we cannot use that feature 
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Why can’t we use automatic scaling?

– Functions are supposed to be stateless

‐ It shouldn’t matter which function handles a request

– For every request, the data entry function needs the state of 

the respondent’s session

‐ All variables

‐ Session variables (current language, current question, …)

– The session state can be stored in a central cache (redis cache 

for instance), from which it can be retrieved every time

– Unfortunately, this takes several seconds (sometimes up to 8 

seconds) to load, for every request!

– Therefore, our functions aren’t stateless
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Why can’t we use automatic scaling?

– The session data of respondents is cached in the data 

entry function

‐ No need to load the session data.

– This means that a respondent must use the same data 

entry function for every request

– To guarantee this, each data entry function is a little bit 

different (the communication with the service bus uses a 

unique id for each data entry function)

– If the functions were scaled out automatically, they

would all use the same id, and our caching mechanism

wouldn’t work
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Cloud Architecture - Scaling

– The Server Manager has two buttons: Scale up and Scale 

down

– These buttons implement the Azure ‘scale out’ feature

‐ Functions are scaled out, but each with their own 

unique ID

‐ Functions are removed when all sessions that are 

handled by that function are finished. The functions 

that are going to be removed won’t accept new 

sessions
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Cloud Architecture - Scaling

– There must be at least one data entry and resource 

function

– Using the premium plan ensures that the functions aren’t 

removed when idle

– In this premium plan, functions can also be ‘warm 

started’, meaning that there is no load time when the first 

request arrives
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Scaling up
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Scaling down
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Removing a cloud server
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Removing a cloud server
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Cloud Architecture – Other providers

– All the elements of Azure that we use are also present in 

other cloud providers

– The code that we use to communicate with the Azure 

elements has to be changed to use other providers
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Cloud Architecture – Other providers

Service Microsoft Azure AWS (Amazon 
Webservices)

Google Cloud 
Platform (GCP)

Serverless 
function

Azure functions Amazon Lambda Google Cloud 
Functions

Service bus Azure servicebus Amazon MQ Google Pub/Sub

Storage Storage account 
(Azure blob storage)

Simple Storage 
Service (S3)

Cloud Storage

Web Application 
host

Azure App Service AWS Elastic 
Beanstalk

Google App Engine
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Paradata Viewer



Paradata Viewer

– New tool

– View audit trail events

– View Cari screenshots

– Play Cari recordings
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Paradata Viewer
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Questionnaire Test Tool



Questionnaire Test Tool

– Generate Test records

‐ Generate a record set with which all ASK questions are 

visited at least once

– Generate Universe for fields

‐ List the conditions under which a field is asked

– Generate Histogram

‐ List the number of route paths of a certain length
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Generate Test Records
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Unlock Records



Unlock Records

– Offers the possibility to unlock locked records

– This can happen when record locking is turned on, and a 

respondent closes his browser by accident

– API extension, so this is not part of the basic system

‐ Syntax (C#): dataLink.Unlock(key, "");
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Field Editor



Field Editor

– Functionality to edit a field or create new ones

– Especially meant to edit the texts of a field

– Handles multi-mode and multi-language fields

– Shows a preview of the texts
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Field Editor
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Lookup Textbox Headers



Lookup Textbox Headers

– Use text roles to display headers of a lookup textbox

– Multi-lingual

– You must use the Data Source feature

‐ This also gives you a field filter

‐ Lookup statements in the rules are ignored!
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Lookup Textbox Headers
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Runtime Parameter GotoField



Runtime Parameter GotoField

‐ Jump to a specific field in the datamodel

‐ Field has to be reachable
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Undo All Edits action



Undo All Edits action

‐ Was present in Blaise 4 but not yet in Blaise 5

‐ Restores the record to the state when the session was 

started
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Dark Theme



Dark Theme

‐ Sets the color scheme of Blaise and other tools to dark

‐ Saves power
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Dark Theme
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Rich Text Mouse Events



Rich Text Mouse Events

‐ Rich text elements can now have mouse events

‐ Allows you to modify elements when the respondent 

hovers over or clicks on them
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Rich Text Mouse Events
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New Text Roles



New Text Roles

– New standard text roles have been added to the default 

resource database:

‐ Emphasized

‐ Excluded

‐ Included

‐ Instructional

‐ Optional
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Excel databases



Excel Databases

– Access to Microsoft Excel

‐ Read data that is stored in Excel worksheets

‐ Write data to Excel

‐ Data access via BDIX

– Requires installation of Microsoft Access Database Engine 

OLEDB provider (Microsoft.ACE.OLEDB)

‐ Shipped as part of the Microsoft Access Database 

Engine 2016 Redistributable

– Single user only!
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Language Extensions



Language Extensions

– Constant arrays (multilingual)

– Field Methods / Properties

‐ CategoryCount

‐ GetRoleText

‐ IsRandomized

‐ RandomizedCount

‐ GetRandomizedIndex

‐ GetCategoryRoleText

‐ GetCategoryRoleTextByIndex
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Manipula



Manipula – Speed improvements  

– We have been working on speed improvements. Achieved a lot 

already, but still needs more work → 5.9

‐ We have a set of setups specifically for a regression 

performance test

‐ We measure against Blaise 4.8.6

‐ For every new Blaise 5 build we run the regression 

performance test and update a spreadsheet with the results



Manipula - Extensions

– Not too many, but still some important ones for those who 

need / asked for them

‐ Some are App related



Manipula – Epilogue section

– Manipula always had a Prologue section

‐ Executed once before first time execution of the first 

Manipulate section

– We now finally introduced the Epilogue section

‐ Executed once after the last time execution of the first 

Manipulate section



Manipula – File Identifier assignment

– Allows you to copy all fields from a record to another record

– F:= G where F and G are file identifiers

– Restriction: Both files need to have same meta definition

– Can be used when CONNECT=NO

– Handy when you do not can / want to rely on automatic 

linking between fields with the same name



Manipula – Message in console

– Extra parameter for the MESSAGE instruction

MESSAGE(<text expression>[,TRUE])

– When this additional parameter is used AND Manipula is 

running in the console the message will show up in the 

console



Manipula – EVAL function

– Function that accepts expressions as a string and returns the 

result as a string. 

– Can handle Boolean expressions, numerical expressions and 

string expressions

– Example aStr:= EVAL('1<>1 ') results in aStr = 'False'



Manipula – CopyFile and DeleteFile

– Two functions that work on a file on disk

Res:= COPYFILE(<source>,<destination>)

Res:= DELETEFILE(<source>)

– Source is a string expression, the name of the file to be copied. A 

complete path specification (either absolute or relative) must be 

provided if the file isn't expected to exist in the current working 

folder. Destination is a string expression, the name of the 

destination file. The result is an integer value.



Manipula - Miscellaneous

– Languages can be added through a translation text file 

(extension .BITT)

– SETLANGUAGE can now use a STRING expression

– Access to a category name and the category count of an 

enum field:  GETCATEGORYNAME / CATEGORYCOUNT


